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Seawolf chant
under student
scrutiny
Ellamarie Quimby
Sun Star

Whether courtside at a basketball
game or pounding on the glass during
ice hockey, the “what’s a seawolf ?”
chant is a staple at any UAF-UAA
athletics match. However, this
chant may be disrespectful towards
some Alaska Natives, as pointed
out in a Facebook message from
Student Government Vice President
‘Wáats’asdíyei “Joe” Yates to the
University of Alaska Facebook page.
The seawolf is a creature that
appears in both Tlingit and Haida
stories, under the names “Gonakadet”
and “wasko.” In carvings from
Southeast Alaska, the seawolf is usually
depicted with a canine front half and
the back half of a killer whale. In
one Tlingit story, Gonakadet rescues
a chief ’s daughter from drowning in
the ocean, while in another, the son
of a chief kills the monster and wears
its’ skin for strength. In one Haida
story, a man raises two puppies that
he found in a tree, only to discover
that the puppies were growing into
huge dogs-of-the-sea or waskos. The
waskos hunted whales so that the
man and his tribe would not starve.
“I am a transfer student from
UAS. I never heard the chant
until I moved here,” Yates wrote
in an email interview. “After being
shocked by hearing [the chant]
during the volleyball season, I
tried brushing it off. But when I
heard it again during the hockey
season, that’s when I had enough.”
In a meeting on Feb. 26, Student
Government President Colby Freel
referenced this message, which
was originally anonymous, and
apologized for having chanted the
phrase, having been unaware of
any cultural connections. In that
meeting, Yates took credit for the
message and expressed concern
over the University encouraging
the chant, recalling having attended
an event at which the ‘Nook
waved a sign with the saying on it.
UAF Director of Athletics Gary
Gray wrote, in an email interview
with the Sun Star, that athletics
does not support any conduct that
does not uphold department values.
“I think cultural sensitivity is
important and I’m glad this issue
was brought to my attention,”
Gray wrote. “At all of our athletics
events, the PA announcer reads a
statement asking fans to avoid any
racist, sexist, personal, or other
intimidating actions directed at
opponents, officials, or other fans.
We want our athletics venues and
events to be good examples of civility,
respect, and good sportsmanship,
as opposed to examples of rude,
offensive or insensitive behavior.”
The UAA mascot was originally
the Sourdough, lasting from 19721977. Late basketball coach Bob
Rachal lobbied for the change,
partially due to the public mocking
the Sourdough mascot and logo,
saying things like “Oh, here comes
the bread.” The UAA Seawolf
logo went through two different
iterations before the current greenand-gold, formline-inspired look.
“I have nothing against UAA
using the Seawolf as a mascot,”
Yates wrote. “There’s no one trying

Mitch Seavey (#16) set records for the Iditarod this year when he crossed the finish line in Nome on Tuesday, March 14. Seavey, a 56-year-old
musher, is now the fastest and oldest musher to ever win the race. He finished the race in eight days, three hours, 40 minutes and 13 seconds.
Sarah Manriquez / Photo Editor

Iditarod mushers race into Nome
Tiffany Lehnerd
Sun Star

The first of the Iditarod mushers
rushed past the finish line in Nome
on Tuesday, with Mitch Seavey
placing first and breaking the previous
record time. Seavey beat last year’s
champion, his son Dallas Seavey, by
two hours, 15 minutes and 42 seconds.
The last musher to arrive in Nome,
Cindy Abbott, sled past the checkpoint
about two minutes before 3 p.m. on

Saturday, March 18. For finishing last
and concluding the race, Abbot will
be this year’s Red Lantern recipient.
For the third time in Iditarod
history, “the last great race” made its
way to a Fairbanks starting line. The
race, which normally makes its 1,049
mile journey to Nome from its start
in Willow, just north of Anchorage,
was rerouted due to a lack of snow.
“It won’t be the easiest with long
stretches and camping in the cold, but

our dogs are used to it,” said Cody
Strathe, a two-time veteran of the
Iditarod, as well as a Yukon Quest
veteran. Strathe finished 30th this year.
Although it may be hard to believe
that Alaska could ever have a shortage
of snow, officials say that the amount
of snow required to keep the trails
safe can be as much as three feet in
some areas, specifically along the
Alaska Range where the rocky and
mountainous terrain can be bumpy.
Continued “Iditarod” pg. 4

Economist
defends open
immigration
Josh Hartman
Staff Writer

Birds come to rest in the thawing branches outside of Wickersham
Hall. Tauseef Mahmood / Staff Photographer

If the world had no restrictions on
labor, economists estimate that global
Gross Domestic Product, or GDP,
which is an indicator of wealth, could
increase between 50 and 150 percent,
according to Benjamin Powell.
“No other policy, that economists
can talk about today, can increase
global GDP by anywhere near as
much,” said Powell, a professor
of economics from Texas. “This
is an often underappreciated fact
that appears to go unmentioned
in
popular
discourse.”
Powell, author and director
of the Free Market Institute at
Texas Tech University, visited the
university on March 6. Powell
stated that looking at the economics
of immigration supports “free
trade in labor.” The first idea that
Powell discussed was specialization.
“If we allow each person
to specialize in what they’re
relatively better at and then
swap we increase the economic
pie for everybody,” Powell said.
For example, a medical doctor
with children could spend half
of their time doing medicine and
half their time doing childcare.
Continued “Immigration” pg. 7
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The public safety report is compiled from police blotter information and interviews with UAF police officers. Individuals
named as arrested and / or charged with crimes in this report are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
Ben Ellis

Web Editor

Harassing Communication
3/11/2017 1:13 p.m. - A
swastika was found drawn on a
board in the Gruening Building.
An officer talked to the people
who found it and checked nearby
classrooms for possible suspects.
Criminal Trespass
3/7/2017 1:03 p.m. - A man
was found in a room in Reichardt
while the fire alarm was going off.
The man was not evacuating and
was arrested for criminal trespass.
3/12/2017 4:16 p.m. - A man took

two things from the Campus Cache
while it was not open and left money
on the counter. An officer found the
man, slightly intoxicated. Residence
Life was contacted for a follow-up.
Car Violations
3/10/2017 7:03 a.m. - A parked
car was blocking the roadway on
Tanana Loop. The owner was
contacted and the car was towed.
3/10/2017 12:35 p.m. - A car
hit another car in the Reichardt
parking lot. An officer contacted
the owner of the damaged car
and information was exchanged.
3/13/2017 12:24 a.m. - A car
was stopped on Thompson Drive

for not having headlights. The
driver did not have insurance and
the car ended up being towed.
3/13/2017 7:33 a.m. - A car was
pulled over on University Avenue. The
driver was found to be driving without
a license and was issued a summons.
Theft
3/14/2017 9:02 a.m. - A bag
of tools was stolen from the UAF
Physical Plant sometime around
Thanksgiving. A list of the stolen
items was provided to the UAF police.
Welfare Check
3/10/2017 12:22 a.m. - A Resident
Assistant in MBS was concerned

about a possibly suicidal person. An
officer arrived and the individual was
taken to Fairbanks Memorial Hospital.
The office of the Dean of Students
was contacted for a follow-up.
Intoxicated Person
3/13/2017 2:39 p.m. - A man
was found sleeping in the old
University Park Building and
was taken to a rescue mission.
3/12/2017 11:15 p.m. - A
Community Service Officer found
a drunk man sleeping in the
Engineering Building. An officer
responded and took him to his
dorm room. The man was given
a disorderly conduct warning and
Residence Life was contacted.

FROM THE ARCHIVES
The archival materials reproduced in this issue contain the works and thoughts of Polar Star and Sun Star editors and writers from years past. They do not represent the views
of the Sun Star as a whole, nor those of its current editorial staff. Archives are collected from Rasmuson’s Alaska and Polar Regions Archives as well as Sun Star office records.

Shrink to fit: psychotherapy in the 1990s March 4, 1997
Scott W. Kadera

UAF Center for Health and
Counseling

What exactly is psychotherapy?
In many people’s minds, the word
conjures up images of a patient
supinely resting on a divan, eyes
closed, arms folded across the torso.
Close behind a stern doctor sits
attentively, legs crossed, scribbling on
a notepad the verbalizations of the
patient who has been instructed to
utter uncensored whatever happens
to come to mind. In this way, the
doctor is able to unlock the secrets
hidden in the unconscious depths of
the patient’s psyche. Once these have
been brought out in to the open and
explained to the patient, the troubling
and incapacitating symptoms which
occasioned the need for therapy
mysteriously disappear. The patient
has been cured. Such was the hope of
the “talking therapy” introduced in the
late 19th century by Sigmund Freud
whose theory and method is now
known by the name of psychoanalysis.

Most therapists today do
not adhere to specific schools of
psychology but pick and choose in
an eclectic manner whatever may be
most effective in understanding and
helping their clients. In fact, there
are currently over 100 distinguishable
types of psychological treatment,
most of which have not been tested.
Does psychotherapy work? Most
psychotherapists no longer think in
terms of finding a total “Cure” for
their clients. Rather, an attempt is
made to help clients make significant
improvements in the particular
problems that brought them to
therapy. Psychotherapy can offer
clients alternative ways of valuing
and thinking about themselves and
their problems, making decisions, and
resolving conflicts, and negotiating
the demands of family, work,
school, and romantic situations.
In a recent Consumer Reports
(November, 1995) study, clients
reported substantial benefits from
psychotherapy provided by a
variety of different mental health

professionals. Clients staying on
therapy longer (up to 2 years) reported
the greatest amount of improvement.
Although the average client received
5 to 6 sessions of therapy, several
studies have indicated that only 50%
of clients seeking treatment for major
depression significantly improved
after 16 sessions (or about 4 months).
Regardless of the type of problem
for which they seek therapy, most
clients (about 75%) obtain significant
benefits within a year or less of
therapy. Of course, some clients do
not profit at all and a small percentage
(5%) actually become worse.
Despite the increasing role and
positive reputation that psychotherapy
is gaining in our society, some
still loathe the thought of seeing
a “shrink” or other mental health
professional. Going to see a counselor
is erroneously viewed as the ultimate
sign of weakness, of not being able to
“handle my own problems.” And yet,
everyone has problems for which they
turn to help from friends, relatives, or
romantic partners. A mental health

professional can offer specific skills,
support, and a fresh perspective that
others may not be able or willing to
provide. When seeing professional
help, don’t be afraid to ask your
counselor questions. Find out if your
counselor thinks he or she can be of
help or whether it would be better
to refer you to another counselor.
Let the counselor know what he or
she is doing that is helpful. Take an
active part in your own treatment
by giving the counselor appropriate
feedback that will improve the
psychotherapy experience for you.
Counselors are not omnipotent either.
Despite their best intentions, some
counselors will not be as effective
with certain clients as they would
like to be. So, if all else fails, don’t be
afraid to try out another counselor.
The Mind Body Connection is a
weekly column written by the UAF
Center for Health and Counseling staff
to provide current information about
health and mental health issues and
answers to specific questions presented
by students, faculty, and staff.

ASUAF elected not to hold a meeting this week, due to Spring Break.
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anniversary of independent
student journalism at UAF,
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this year's volume number to
reflect the continuing legacy
of the Polar Star.
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CEO sheds light on permanent fund investments
Mindy O’Neall
Sun Star

Angela Rodell oversees $57
billion of state money as CEO
of the Alaska Permanent Fund
Corporation . That’s because the
Alaska Constitution locks up mining,
oil and gas royalties for Alaska
Permanent Fund investments. The
interest gained from this fund is used
to pay for Permanent Fund Dividend
check sent to Alaskans every year.
“Our role is simply to maximize
returns of the fund,” Rodell said to a
class of UAF students last week. “The
use of the funds is up to Alaskans.”
T h e A l a s k a Pe r m a n e n t
Fund and the Permanent Fund
Dividend can be easily confused,
but serve very different purposes.
“The reality is there’s two
accounts within the fund and the
easiest way to think about it is: there’s
the savings account and there’s the
checking account,” Rodell said. “And
the corpus of the fund that collects the
royalties and inflation proofing, other
corporations—that cannot be spent.”

The PFD is based on an algorithm
that averages the resource-based
royalties within a five year period.
Oil prices over $100 a barrel explain
why Alaskans have seen dividends
well over $1,500 since 2013. Last
year, Governor Bill Walker halved
the check, resulting in a payout of
$1,022, a move that has launched
a divisive public debate about the
future of the PFD and state spending.
There isn’t anything Rodell
can do about dividend checks, but
she emphasized that the fund is
an economic engine for Alaska.
“The fund must be invested in
attractive, meaningful investments
that will give a return,” Rodell said.
While the fund grows based
on royalty payments, the big
growth comes from investments
in all sectors around the world.
Rodell mentioned company
success with recent investment
strategies, citing an estimated $4
million increase in the fund since last
year. She said the permanent fund
has investments around the world,
including in Hawaii, the Lower

48 and other global stock markets,
which could be playing into better
returns so far this year. Real estate and
publicly traded companies in Spain,
Portugal, England, India, Brazil and
Russia all compose Alaska’s portfolio.
A long-ter m view of the
investment money was the intention of
the legislature when the fund and the
corporation were created. The Alaska
constitution requires that investments
must be income-producing, maintain
the principal while maximizing the
total return, and conform to the
prudent investor rule. This means
the decisions must be made with
prudence, intelligence and discretion
expected of an institutional investor.
“Compared to public funds of
similar size, the Alaska fund has usually
beat their performance,” Rodell said.
Alaska also benefited from Rodell
and her team’s timely response to
recent political events. The shocking
June 2016 Brexit vote stunned
worldwide investors and sent the
market crashing. Because of the
location and time difference in Alaska
from the United Kingdom, the

corporation—still in their working
day—responded by investing $500
million in the international equity
market. In just 24 hours the market
corrected itself, rendering a highly
profitable investment decision.
The advantage of the time zone
differences did not work out the same
way during the U.S. presidential
election. Because the final results
extended late into the evening while
U.S. markets were closed, UK and
Asian markets could sweep in to buy
low shares as the market reacted to
another unexpected political outcome.
Watching the markets and being
able to predict the effects of political
events worldwide is a key to the success
of the fund, Rodell said. Corporation
employees will be watching upcoming
elections across the globe for
potential affects on the stock market.
“In April we have the elections
in the Netherlands,” Rodell said.
“But the really big one is going to
be the French elections in May.”

Seawolf chant
Continued from pg. 1
to pretend like they are a Seawolf.
Same for our Nanook– but then
again, that’s not a part of my culture.”
Yates is Haida, a fact he
referenced in his original message
to the UAF Facebook page, and
again in the ASUAF meeting when
Freel brought the message up.
“Our history, our stories, our
tradition is quickly disappearing. The
story of a Seawolf may not connect
to me, as its not a part of my clan,”
Yates wrote. “But we have to protect
our traditions and stories, and not
allow others to desecrate them out
of ignorance. This is why I feel it’s
my duty to educate people about our
culture, so they will understand.”
The UAF student section at any
major athletics event is a generally
rowdy crowd, stomping in the
bleachers at basketball games and
pounding on the glass at ice hockey.
Typical chants at any given hockey
match include shouting during specific
songs and whenever an opposing
athlete gets sent to the penalty box.
The “what’s a seawolf ?” chant gets
used exclusively at UAA games,

referencing the mascot’s status as a
mythical creature and the fact that
many UAA students don’t even know
the origin of their school’s mascot.
At UAF, there are some
students who feel the chant is
not intended to be insensitive.
“The thing I like about attending
the hockey games is how exciting it
can get when both teams are trying to
win,” said Angel Jimmie, a third-year
criminal justice student. Jimmie and
her friends are frequent spectators
at UAF hockey games. “Hockey is
a competitive sport and one way to
support the team is by chanting. I
do participate in some of the chants,
because I want the team I’m rooting
for to win. I’m not doing it out of
spite. I’m not trying to intentionally
disrespect anyone or any culture.”
UAA is not the only institution
that touts the Seawolf as their mascot.
Also part of the “seawolf family”
are a minor league baseball team
in Erie, Pennsylvania; both Stony
Brook University in Long Island, New
York and Sonoma State University
in Rohnert Park, California; and
Tabor Academy private high

school in Marion, Massachusetts.
“That’s crazy that someone would
say [that the chant is insensitive],”
Jimmie said. “For me, that never
came to mind whenever I said
‘what’s a seawolf ’. It’s like with
football, the Redskins situation.”
Jimmie is referencing the
controversy over the Washington,
D.C. NFL team name. The name
and logo, according to team owner
Dan Snyder, is meant to pay homage
to Native Americans and invokes
qualities like strength and courage.
Organizations including the National
Congress of American Indians and the
American Psychological Association
strongly oppose the name and logo,
citing the history of the word as a
disparaging term and the continued
use of the mascot as demeaning
native peoples, traditions and rituals.
“I understand that not everyone
knows who the Haida people are,
but now is the time to learn,” said
Yates. “UAA is a rival, which I
understand, but that doesn’t give
people an excuse to tear down a
culture for it. We must learn another
way to cheer for our Nanooks.”

‘84

Right: Since the scrapping of the Sourdough mascot, the Seawolf logo has gone through two other iterations. Many reactions
to the first logo indicated that it looked more like a lizard than a Seawolf. Graphic courtesy of University of Alaska

Professor criticizes lack of economics education
Destiny Dowling
Sun Star

There is no easy solution to
the budget crisis, but cutting an
economics program is not the most
sustainable solution, according
to economics professor Sherri
Wall. On March 18, community
members gathered at Denny’s to
listen to Wall’s presentation on the
peril of UAF’s economic education
for Friday’s GOP Luncheon.
“Just a few years ago, UAF
received some notoriety from the
American Council of Trustees and
Alumni,” Wall said. “We were the
only university in the nation at that
time that required economics.”
In the past, UAF was the only
university nationwide to require
political economics as a core class
for students. However, as of this
year, this requirement is no longer
implemented at the university.
Now, all subdivisions of the
economics program, including
minors, majors and organizations
such as Students Who Enjoy

Economic Thinking, are at risk of student credit hours for those in and
of being cut for financial reasons. out of the School of Management.
Cutting the economics
“ S e e m s l i k e, s i n c e we ’re
program
would cost more in
having a budgetary crisis,” Wall
lost
opportunities
than it would
said, referencing a Sourdough
save
in
cash,
according
to Wall.
Jack comic, “we need more
“The
suspension
of
the
program
economists rather than fewer.”
was
cited
for
financial
reasons
...
Enrollment in the economics
However,
after
just
doing
a
brief
major started its suspension in April.
Wall criticized this decision, saying cost-benefit analysis, the savings of
eliminating the economics
the board should consider the
p ro g r a m wo u l d
cost-benefit analysis
be
very
of cutting the
“Any professional field you go
negligible,”
economics
into, if you want to become a doctor, if W a l l
p ro g r a m
b e f o r e you want to become an engineer—you have said. “It
ignores
making
got to have economics.”
things
like
a
final
-Isaac Gage, Accounting student
r
e
t
u
r
n
on
decision
investment,
and
around
Ju n e .
where students go and how
The current decisionthey
are
giving back and contributing
making process overlooks the benefits
to
society.
An economics degree
of keeping the program in the
is
a
very,
very
valuable degree.”
university, Wall said. The economics
Isaac
Gage
was one of the
program is ranked 80 out of the
students
who
attended
the luncheon.
280 programs here at UAF. Despite
He
is
currently
an
accounting
student
being on the bottom of the School
here
at
UAF,
and
is
also
a
member
of Management curriculum, the
program generates a copious amount of Students Who Enjoy Economic

Thinking. Gage is transferring
schools due to the suspension
of UAF’s economics program.
“Pretty much anything, any
professional field you go into, if you
want to become a doctor, if you want
to become an engineer—you have
got to have economics,” Gage said.
Economics and education go
hand in hand, as both areas are
used to make sound decisions that
produce a desired outcome. Students
who involve themselves in economic
education yield higher paying jobs,
tend do significantly better on the
Law School Admission Test and make
large contributions to the community
and society, according to Wall.
“Economic literacy is vital
to Alaska’s interior,” Wall said.
Wall’s presentation suggested
that education in economics will set
a foundation for critical thinking
to solve real-world problems that
need addressing for the future,
such as upcoming savings, juggling
inflation and national debt for
which the U.S. owes $100 trillion
including unfunded liabilities.
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Mushers speed onto the frozen Nenana River at sunset in Nenana, AK for their first checkpoint of the day in the Iditarod on Monday, March 6. Dog handlers for the different teams guide the
mushers and their dogs to a clear spot on the river so they can rest and feed their animals. Sarah Manriquez / Photo Editor

Continued from pg. 1
The new route will avoid most of
the Alaska Range and continue
west from Fairbanks towards Nome.
Despite the apparent lack of
snow along the Alaska Range,
Linwood Fiedler, an Iditarod
veteran of 25 years, says that
this was an easier training year.
“Throughout the state we’ve
had decent snow. Those challenges
that we’ve had the last couple of
years without any snow have not
been there,” Fiedler said. Fiedler
was the 20th musher to reach the
final checkpoint in Nome this year.
In addition to the altered route,
teams were allowed to bring cell
phones with them for the first time
in the race’s history. Although this
has been a point of controversy
among some mushers, the impetus
for such action comes from last
year’s race where two mushers were
attacked by a man on snowmobile.
Left injured and with one dog
dead, the mushers had no way of
contacting authorities for assistance.
This year’s race hosted mushing
teams from eight different countries,
making up a total of 72 dog sled teams;
55 veteran mushers and 17 rookies.
Last year’s winner, 28-yearold Dallas Seavey, was a four-time
Iditarod champion and finished the
2016 race in eight days, 11 hours,
20 minutes and 16 seconds. Seavey’s
2016 win broke his own personal
record by almost two hours. This year,
Mitch Seavey broke his son’s record,
finishing the race in eight days, three
hours, 40 minutes and 13 seconds,
according to the race’s website.
The Iditarod race began under
the guidance and inspiration of
Dorothy Page, chairman of the
Wasilla-Knik Centennial Committee
in 1964 and Joe Reddington Sr.
Page and Reddington wanted a
way to preserve the sled dog culture
and help save Alaskan Huskies,
which were being “phased out”
at the time due to the increasing
popularity of snow machines.
The historic Iditarod trail, which
ran from Seward to Nome, was the
route for the gold rush, as well as
most mail delivery. A portion of the
trail was also used during the 1925
“Serum Run,” in which much-needed
medical supplies were delivered
via dog sleds to the town of Nome
during the outbreak of diphtheria.

Above: Aliy Zirkle takes a moment

with her dogs at the start of the
45th Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race in
Fairbanks, Alaska, Monday, March
6,2017. During the 2016 Iditarod,
Zirkle and another musher, Jeff
King, were attacked by a drunk
snowmachiner. As a response to
this incident, the Iditarod rules
have changed to allow mushers to
carry 2-way communication devices
for the first time in the race’s history. (AP Photo / Ellamarie Quimby)
Left: DeeDee Jonrowe and her team

run onto the frozen Chena River
on Monday, March 6 for the official
restart of the 2017 Iditarod sled dog
race. Jonrowe is a breast cancer
survivor and usually mushes in all
pink in support of breast cancer
awareness. Jeremiah Malzhan /
Staff Photographer
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Mushers arrive in Nenana at their first checkpoint on the Iditarod trail on Monday, March 6. Musher DeeDee Jonrowe’s dogs rest on the frozen river at sunset, waiting for food.
Kael Knight / Sun Star

Above: The official restart of the 2017 Iditarod Sled Dog Race was moved from

its normal location in Willow to Fairbanks. The morning of March 6 when
mushers began the 1,000 mile sled dog race, temperatures were colder than -30
degrees. Many of the dogs faces were covered in ice from their heavy and excited
breathing. Kael Knight / Sun Star
Left: A member of Allen Moore’s dog team can’t contain his excitement at the

start of the 45th Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race in Fairbanks, Alaska, Monday,
March 6, 2017. (AP Photo / Ellamarie Quimby)
Below: Charley Bejna (#46) taking off along the frozen Tanana River leading out

of Fairbanks on Monday, March 6. Bejna is from Illinois and competing in this
year’s race to act as a role model for people diagnosed with Type 1 Diabetes. “I
want to show other diabetics that you can still live a normal life as long as you
take care of yourself,” Bejna said. Sarah Manriquez / Photo Editor
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The sound of nature recieves an upgrade

Josh Hartman
Staff Writer

The deep rumbling bass of the
earthquakes underlies everything,
while the lilting notes from the day
choir fill the air. The occasional
sprinkling of auroral bells would
fade in and fade out. This is the
sound of “The Place Where You
Go To Listen,” an art installation in
the Museum of the North, created
by composer John Luther Adams.
“The Place,” as Adams calls it, is
in the process of being upgraded, the
time at which it will be completed is
yet to be determined. Some of the
upgrades are in the software, such
as re-tuning the music and adding
wind data to the mix of sounds.
Other upgrades are to hardware,
such as adding new computers, new
speakers, new floors and paint for
the room. In the future, there are
plans to redo the lighting as well.
“Ten years after creating it, I now
understand the piece better than I did
when we were first making it,” Adams
said. “I’ve been able to tune it in a

way that is more vivid and spacious.”
“The Place Where You Go To
Listen” was first installed in 2006.
“I’m delighted and astonished
that the piece has lasted ten
years with the technology that
we had in there,” Adams said.
“ T h e P l a c e ” i s a ro o m
containing only a bench and five
glass panels, colored to fit the time
of day and season. Around the
room are 14 speakers which play
the music The Place is known for.
“The underlying idea of ‘The
Place Where You Go To Listen’ is that
we are immersed in music all the time,
the whole world is music,” Adams said.
“Much of that music that is around
us all the time is just beyond the
reach of our ears. In The Place, I’ve
tried to tune in to those frequencies
that we don’t nor mally hear.”
What this means is the music is
continuously generated from streams
of raw data. The deep rumble of the
drums is earthquake data gathered
from five seismological stations around
Alaska. The tinkling bells are the
aurora borealis, driven by data from

five geomagnetic monitoring stations.
“In ‘The Place,’ you can
hear the aurora, so to speak,”
Adams said, “even when they’re
happening during the daylight or
at night if there is cloud coverage.”
Another instrument depends on
solar cycles. The sun’s position in the
sky determines how loud the “Day
Choir” is and from what position
in the room it plays. The chords
played by the “Day Choir” are in
the major scale, which has a brighter,
happier mood. The opposite is true
when the sun dips below the horizon
and the “Night Choir” starts with
chords in the minor scale, drawing
out a dark and brooding mood.
“The sky conditions modulate
the sound of the day and night
choirs and of course the sky
conditions always changing
and never repeat,” Adams said.
Although the Place has been
written about in many articles
including the New Yorker, and
has been visited by non-Alaskans,
Adams hopes that it is significant
to the people closest to it.

“People go to Fairbanks specifically
to experience that little room and
that amazes me, that delights me.”
Adams said. “What delights me more
is when someone who lives there,
someone who’s home is Alaska,
someone who’s home is Fairbanks
finds some meaning in ‘The Place.’”
“The Place” is meant to showcase
the beauty of a location through the
music that the location creates, in a
way that makes the listener feel more
connected to the world, according to
Adams. If someone wants to really
understand the piece they have to be
in the room in the location, rather than
listening to recordings, Adams said.
“If you take [a single recording]
out of ‘The Place,’ it doesn’t mean
much,” Adams said. “It’s like a
postage stamp of the Grand Canyon.”
The name of the installation is
a reference to Naalagiagvik, a real
location in northern Alaska, where a
woman would sit on the coast and listen
to the language of nature in the voices
of the animals and plants around
her, according to Inupiat legend.

Lil’ music reviews

A bi-weekly column by Alan Fearns, General Manager at KSUA

ACID DIVA

FEB ‘17
genre: devotional hardcore
Latest release by Sharp Cheddar,
a new label by Perris Dietrich (Shisa)

ABSOLUTE DESTRUCTION
OF CONTROL II (IG 006)

that seems to be replacing his previous
label, Hopesick Cola. The opening
track is heavy, distorted, with sludge
guitars, horns and oboe toms. It rises
into a crescendo and turns into an
epic rock ballad. “pillow fight + tokyo
race” is completely different sounding.
It starts out with a slowed down vocal
with brevity and piano, then a house
melody cuts in and out. Eventually
the song rides and bass claps tweak in.
There is a moment of silence before
everything takes a turn in a whole
‘nother direction. “LOVE [remix]”
is a chopped and screwed Korean
rapper. Its really well done.

genre: ebm
Ill Goth is another new label
started by Ann Drew Lou from
Vancouver, British Columbia. The
label’s mission statement is posted
in their bandcamp description
as: “began from the resonance of
intersecting points // forced identity.”
“Absolute Destruction of Control II”
is a compilation including 8 separate
artists.
The first track is by Max Renn
titled “STAMINA.” The track has

Yeule

Pathos
genre: bedroom landscapes
Yeule is an electronic artist based
out of London. I had first heard of
her through her self titled release
with Zoom Lens. At the time of that
glowing synths and retro drum
machines. While Renn’s song is more
minimal techno, Neon Annex follows
up with a synthwave techno hybrid. Its
hits really hard and is quick to infect.
It’s like hard 80s with an instant 90s
afterwards. “Introjection” is the name
of that song.
RiDylan return to the minimal
wave sounds in “Backlit”, a very
cyberpunk song. Usd. creates the
song “SORM-3” with very abrasive
textures in an industrial manner. It’s

ILL GOTH

release, I believe she was based out of
Singapore, Malaysia. “pathos” is a less
pop-oriented than her self-titled with
Zoom Lens and it definitely feels like a
more personal album.
“Desire” is very drifting and
longing. It reminds me of a My
Bloody Valentine song without all
the guitars and Kevin Shields. “Tint”
carries a mood-intensive rhythm
and yet everything sounds perfectly
placed. It maximizes with only a drum
track, keyboard, vocal and percussion.
“Soul Catcher” is another
downtempo ambient track. It is happy
but melancholy at the same time.
Everything sounds bare and cold, but
the melody is happy.
easily one of the most experimental
tracks on this compilation. “subterfuge
2” by Matt Tecson and Tom Prilesky
is a mixture of ambient noise and
techno.
NAP’s “MC03” uses ver y
contrasting elements to bring out
a very spiritual experience. There
are deep pummeling drums, soft
wind, cutting ar ps and heavy
breaths. “Guzen” by thegn is very
straightforward and would fit well
with any fighting game or inner city
stroll.

Sun Star Picks: UAF and community events
The calendar is compiled weekly based on the choices of the editorial staff.

Tuesday / 21

Thursday / 23

Saturday / 25

There doesn’t seem to be a whole lot
going on on campus right after spring
break ends, but if you want to go do
something the theater has some
good movies. I enjoy a horror movie
from time to time and think that “Get
Out” would be an good movie to
see. – Josh Hartman / Staff Writer

If you’ve ever wanted to try latin
dancing, now is a great time to do
so. Go over to the Wood Center
between 7 - 10 p.m. You can dance
if you’re a pro at it, or be taught how
to dance if you’ve never done so
before. – Ben Ellis / Web Editor

You are here in Alaska and spent
your spring break with huge homeworks, massive projects and also got
that professor who ‘considerately’
scheduled the test in the week just after
the break? Rejoice! The International
Student Organization (ISO) is there
to help you. ISO is organizing a
trip to Chena Hot Springs at 10
a.m. It is a fantastic opportunity to
relax in the warm, therapeutic water.
Transportation is FREE but all
participants must pay $15 for
their entry to the Hot Springs. For
more information contact Anil (907888-4743) or Yojana (907-888-8145).
– Tauseef Mahmood / Staff Photographer

Wednesday / 22
The Fairbanks Paddlers club
is kicking off their Spring
Slideshow series this at the Blue
Loon with a presentation by John
Morack and Tom Paragi about their
journey on the upper Killik River.
The show will be at 7:30 p.m. and
admission is free. As per Blue
Loon policy, minors can attend if
they are accompanied by their
parents. – Paige Gieck / Staff Writer

Friday / 24
March is Women’s History Month
and what better way to celebrate
then head over to Arctic Java at 5
p.m. for the opening reception
of Up/Rise Women’s Art Show.
The show is hosted by the Nanook
Diversity & Action Center. The
exhibition will be a diverse display
of works by female artists. Come
support women and local art from
Nanook Nation. – Sarah Manriquez /
Photo Editor

Sunday / 26

Fairbanks Symphony Orchestra is
hosting a fundraising concert today.
The 88 Keys Fundraiser will
begin at the Davis Concert Hall
at 4 p.m. The funds raised at this

concert go towards the orchestra.
So if you want to go out for the
night, consider listening to some
Beethoven and supporting the
arts along the way. Tickets cost $50
for adults, but if you’re a student
they’re only $20. You can check
out the symphony’s website for more
information on tickets to this concert
and any other concert you might like
to attend. – Kyrie Long / Copy Editor

Monday / 27
One of our extremely talented
freelance photographers is having
her MFA thesis show. This will be the
first day of Ellamarie Quimby’s
photography show, “Watching
You Go” will be available to
the public at the UAF Gallery
in the fine arts complex. The
photography addresses family, illness
and distance. The closing reception
will be held later on April 7 at 6
p.m. – Molly Putman / Layout Editor
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Immigration
Continued from pg. 1
The doctor could make a lot more
money by hiring a nanny and
spending more time doing medicine.
Here the doctor and the nanny
both benefit because they’re trading the
labor that they’re relatively better at.
“I can’t outsource my childcare
to India, I can’t outsource my
lawn care to Mexico,” Powell said.
“For those services the laborer
actually has to move ... you need
international labor mobility to get
people to where they’re needed most.”
The public however, is often
under the impression that the gains
that the immigrants get from moving
to the U.S. come at the expense of
U.S. citizens. This claim doesn’t have
any evidence according to Powell.
Powell used janitors as an
example, asking why they get paid
more in the U.S. than other places.
One reason is that there are fewer
low skilled workers in the U.S. The
other is, having a clean office in
the U.S. creates more value since
people in an industrialized country
are, on average, more productive.
Janitors gain from getting paid more
and the U.S. citizens gain from
having clean offices at a lower price.
Since the 2008 recession, legal
and illegal immigration from Mexico
has been a net negative, Powell said.
He said illegal immigration often
result from people who fly into the
country and overstay their visa
and that much of the foot traffic
between Mexico and the U.S. is
people leaving the United States.
“If Trump gets his wall, he
better make sure there’s a door
in it, otherwise he’s going to be
keeping people in here that are
trying to go back,” Powell said.
George Bor jas, a Harvard
economist, is one person who favors
more closed immigration rules. His
idea is that if the U.S. gains $50
billion from immigration, compared
to the entire U.S. economy the
gains are not that large. However,
the $50 billion gain that Borjas
uses is on the conservative side.
Other economists have given
estimates that the U.S. could gain
hundreds of billions or even trillions
of dollars, according to Powell.
“For someone taking a purely
nativist perspective it’s still important
to count the global gains,” Powell
said. “You would have to be pretty
un-creative to come up with a way to
reallocate that back to the native born.”
For example, if the people in
Mexico are more wealthy, they can
spend more money on U.S. goods.
Another thing that the public still
seems to be confused about whether
or not immigrants take the jobs of
american citizens. Here, economists
say that immigrants do not take the
jobs of citizens, according to Powell.
This is because people see that
an immigrant takes a job that a
U.S. citizen could do, but what
they don’t see is the new jobs that
are created by immigration. Powell
used the examples of when the baby
boomers, women and large influxes
of immigrants in the past went to
work in the U.S. Although, there has
been large increases in the number
of workers, unemployment has
not increased, according to Powell.
“Some people are saying, ‘our jobs
are going overseas,’” Powell said. “No.
We’re changing our mix of jobs ... the
total jobs are going to stay the same.”
You’re 300,000 times more likely
to be killed by lightening than by
a terrorist attack by someone not
from the U.S., Powell said explaining
that there isn’t a statistical reason
to screen people for terrorism.

Kazumi Wonderland and IDK my BFF Jill, portrayed by Gender and Sexualities Alliance member Daniel Nero and staff member Ronnie Houchin,
performing “Telephone” by Lady Gaga, on April 9, 2016. The performance was part of the GSA Drag Show last spring semester.
Sarah Manriquez / Photo Editor

Club Spotlight: Gender and Sexualities Alliance
Paige Gieck

Staff Writer

The Gender and Sexualities
Alliance is a student organization
dedicated to providing and expanding
safe spaces on campus. It seeks
to increase awareness of topics
related to and effecting the Lesbian,
Gay, Bisexual and Transexual
community at UAF. They are
also dedicated to advocating on
behalf of LGBT+ people, both at
UAF and in the local community.
The club meets every Friday
from 3:30 - 5 p.m. in room 408 of
the Gruening Building. Each meeting
consists of a presentation and

discussion on a wide variety of topics
such as how to deal with and prevent
microaggressions and deconstruction
and reconstruction of the
‘genderbread’ model. The meetings
are open to any student interested in
attending and membership is free.
The club also hosts monthly
‘circle time’ meetings: support
group style get-togethers designed
to give LGBT+ students a forum
to talk about issues effecting them.
They also regularly have ‘treat yo
self ’ days where club members
get together to eat food, converse
and enjoy each other’s company.
There is an upcoming charity Drag
Show at 5 p.m. on Saturday, April 21

in the Wood Center Ballroom, hosted
by the GSA. The show will be made
up of a number of performances,
meant to break down the gender
binary and introduce students to drag
culture. Admission prices are $5 for
students, $10 for general admissions
and for $15 for VIP tickets, which
include seats close to the stage and
a tiara. Half of the proceeds from
the event will be donated to the
Interior AIDS association. The GSA
expect guest performers to stay until
March 31. Any student interested
in being a part of the show can
send an MP3 file of the song they
wish to perform to along with their
stage name to uafgsa@gmail.com.

The Club Spotlight takes a look at various clubs and highlights student interests and activities on the UAF campus.

Letter from the (acting) Editor: Self-preservation

Kyrie Long
Copy Editor / Acting Editor-in-Chief

Walking back to my car after
work Sunday night is possibly the
most stressful three and a half
minutes of my week. I clench my
fist around the keys in my pocket.
I check under and inside my car
before unlocking it and clambering
in with everything I need to take
home with me. I am hyper-aware of
movement in my peripheral vision.
It’s a statistical unlikelihood that there
are rapists and murderers hiding
in my Subaru for hours at subzero
temperatures, but I can’t shake the
fear that has deep roots in my mind.
Our university administration
has been reprimanded by the federal
government for it’s failure to properly
respond to Title IX violations in our
community—an ongoing issue the Sun
Star has been dedicated to reporting
on. We live in state with undeniably
high rates of sexual assault. The
fact that there are students on our
campus who want to learn about

what to do in these situations has not
escaped my notice, nor my gratitude.
With Sexual Assault Awareness
Month coming up in April, I’m
sure those who frequent Wood
Center have noticed the signs posted
around campus. One of these signs
involves the “It’s On Us” campaign,
which asks participants to make a
pledge not to be bystanders, but
instead to assist in preventing sexual
assault in their community. While
I think it’s noble for students to
elect to take on this responsibility,
I wonder if our administration
is relieved that there are students
lining up to take on the duties they
have a history of failing to uphold.
T h i s i d e a o f c o m mu n i t y
intervention brings to mind a story my
dad told me about a party he attended
when he was younger. A girl from
the area was found by her brother in
the back of a vehicle, unconscious
and being assaulted. The style of
intervention at the time was simple:
the sibling dragged the man off his
sister, had friends help hold him down
with legs hanging over the edge of the
back of their truck and jumped on
the attacker’s knees, breaking them.
By contrast, in our own small
community, I haven’t heard of such
acts of vigilante justice. People report
to the Title IX office, which has a
complicated and federally criticized
system for resolving these reports. Our
community intervention is marked
by people lining up, promising to
recognize and interrupt situations
where consent is questionable.
The “It’s On Us” campaign calls

for everyone to be responsible and
requests another duty of pledge takers:
supporting survivors who received
neither recognition nor intervention.
I’m no stranger to the feelings
of indignation and frustration when
people tell me to be careful walking
alone at night, to always check my
back seat and watch how I’m dressed.
I especially don’t think it’s alright
that I never heard the same things
said to my brothers or male friends
while growing up, even though
there’s statistics from the National
Sexual Violence Resource Center that
indicate males can also be victims of
sexual assault. To me, there is a clear
double standard at play: women are
told to be painfully aware of their
surroundings at all times, while the
safety of men is disregarded entirely.
H o w e ve r, S e x u a l A s s a u l t
Awareness Month is fast approaching
and I worry that people are
beginning to equate awareness of
these issues with immunity. Just
being aware sexual assault happens
does not make you impervious to
it. Given the state statistics, the
federal report on the failings of our
administration and just my own
experiences walking alone, I feel the
strongest solution is a personal one.
I don’t believe I can count on
my community, be they concerned
pledges or vigilante bone breakers, to
intervene when I’m in danger. I think,
as individuals, we have to take our
own precautions—even if it means
acknowledging a double standard
and checking the back of the car.

WE WILL PAY YOU

learn more Sundays, 1p.m. in room 305 Constitution Hall
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Ice sculptures light up the night

“Triceratops” won fourth place in the Multi-Block Classic under the Realistic category at the 2017 World Ice Art Championships. It was sculpted by Clinton Rich, Connor Walling, Aaron Whitten
and Jolie Skwiercz, from the United States. Sarah Manriquez / Photo Editor

Sarah Manriquez
Photo Editor

The World Ice Art Championships
is hosting the 26th year of the largest
ice art competition worldwide.
Attracting more than 100 ice artists
from all over the globe, the World
Championships have hosted 45
different countries participating
in the competition over the years.
The World Ice Champions origins
date back to the 1930’s where
Fairbanksians carved ice thrones for
the winter carnivals in celebration
of the anticipated arrival of spring.
Formally founded in April 1990,
the purpose of Ice Alaska is to promote
artistic and educational endeavors
sing ice and snow and to enhance and
promote international friendships,
according to the Ice Alaska website.
There are several competitive
events, but the two main competitions
are Single Block Classic and the
Multi-Block Classic. In the Single
Block Classic, teams are made up
of two members. Each team is
given one block of ice. The block
is approximately five feet by eight
feet by three feet and weighs over
7,000 pounds. Artists can work
around the clock but are only given
60 hours to complete the sculpture.
In the Multi-Block Classic,
teams are comprised of two to four
members, although four-member
teams are strongly encouraged. Each
team is given 10 blocks of ice. Each
block is approximately four feet by
six feet by three feet. Each team must
use a minimum of 46,000 pounds
of the ice provided. Artists have 132
hours to complete their sculpture.
The ice used for the competition
is strikingly clear and over the
years has been nicknamed “Arctic
Diamond” by the artists. Most of
the ice is harvested from O’Grady
Pond, which is located at the Ice Park.
The sculptures will be on
display through March 26 at the
George Horner Ice Park on the
west end of Phillips Field Road.
General admission is $15. Interested
people can visit the Ice Alaska
website for more infor mation.

The artists can work on their sculptures around the clock but only have 60 hours to complete their pieces. This piece was eliminated for not
meeting time constraints. In the Single Block Classic, teams are made up of two members given a single block of ice that weighs about 7,000
pounds. Sarah Manriquez / Photo Editor

“In the Weeds,” sculpted by Stan Kolonko and Jerry Preun from
the United States, won fourth place in the Single Block Classic
competition under the Realistic category at the 2017 World Ice Art
Championships. Sarah Manriquez / Photo Editor

“Sting,” sculpted by Clinton Rich and Connor Walling from the United
States, won third place in the Single Block Classic competition under the
Realistic Category at the 2017 World Ice Art Championships.
Sarah Manriquez / Photo Editor
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‘Nook on the Street

Among scientists climate change is well understood, however policy makers in the United States continue to make
policy ignoring the scientific view of this issue. This week we asked students,
why do you think climate change is under debate?

Davida Drvenkar, psychology,
freshman

Hale Wilkinson, undeclared,
freshman

Michael Galusha, civil engineering,
junior

Mitchell Hay, mechanical
engineering, freshman

“I think there’s some studies that
are saying that we should look at it
more and some studies saying we
should look at it less. I think there
just needs to be more research done
on it. The reason we are debating on
it is we don’t know enough to reach
a definite conclusion.”

“I guess maybe lack of education. I
mean, it’s a fact, but a lot of people
who ignore it were probably not
taught about it as much or at all
when they were young, so it’s just
kind of been part of their mindset
that it isn’t real and it’s difficult for
people to accept when they’re wrong
on both sides. It’s a pretty serious
concern that a lot of our politicians
are completely ignorant on the
science.”

“I think it’s under debate because
there’s a lot of money in the fossil
fuel industry; that’s probably a
big part of it. I mean I don’t think
theres any debate about it among
an educated communit. There’s
not much of a question, it’s pretty
accepted but people are bought off.”

“I suppose because acting against
climate change is going to cost
money. Doing what we’ve been
doing is probably the cheapest route
compared to relying more on other
sources of energy. Overall, I think
they just don’t want to spend money
or increase taxes.”

Sid Huhndorf, petroleum
engineering, senior
“Essentially the actual changes that
are occurring with respect to the
climate are happening over such

a long, long period of time. And
over that long period of time the
measurements that are being taken,
and the record keeping that is being
practiced as well as the individuals
who are practicing the record
keeping are constantly switching
hands. Data is being lost. Stuff like
that, so it’s essentially statistical
issues with the way we are trying
to quantify this phenomena that’s
causing doubt with respect to people
who make policy. ‘Cause if you’re
going to pass policy you have to
make sure the policy you’re passing
is standing on some kind of really
solid foundation of logic.”

Mirin Morris-Ward, electrical
engineering, freshman
“You know I have no idea. It
shouldn’t be a debate because it
is factual: every single aspect of

Naturally Perspiring

science relies, almost, on the study
of climate to do its job. When we
launch rockets into the atmosphere
and send UAF satellites up into
the atmosphere it has to be at
specific temperatures and specific
requirements and we know because
we have this data being given to
us. We know that climate change is
real. It’s obviously a debate because
of oil companies and I think its
primarily abusing middle American
socioeconomics. If middle America
relies on coal and oil, those jobs will
be gone, as we have a finite supply.
It’s a complicated issue, but climate
change is real.”

By Mason Schoemaker

MONEY & FAME*
learn more Sundays, 1p.m. in room 305 Constitution Hall
*Only money is guaranteed.
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ADVERTISING

Classifieds

Placing Your Ad

Classified Rates

To place a classified ad please call our
office at 907-474-6043 or visit our
website at uafsunstar.com. Ads must
be pre-paid before publication.

Students with a valid Polar Express ID
can recieve one free ‘Housing’, ‘For
Sale’, or ‘Announcements’ classifieds
posting per week by visiting our office
at 305 Constitution Hall.

Student Organizations

Announcements

Employment

Club event: Nanook Diversity
and Action Center is hosting the
UP/RISE Women’s Art Show for
Women’s History Month. The
opening reception will be this Friday,
March 24th at 5pm at the Arctic
Java.

Music: Join us for the 88 Keys Benefit
Concert for the Fairbanks Symphony
Orchestra this Sunday, March 26th
at 4pm. Call Dawn at 474-5733 and
reserve your seats today.

SUN
STAR

$1/word - 7 days of print and
online advertising
$0.20/word - Student and
Student Organization rate
for 7 days of print and online
advertising.
$25 - for an additional graphic

Job off campus: The Northern Alaska Environmental Center seeks a fulltime Conservation Coordinator to implement educational and grassroots
advocacy strategies for the protection of wildlands, intact ecosystems, and
subsistence resources. We are seeking a highly motivated, goal oriented selfstarter with experience in environmental campaign execution. Applications
due by April 14. To view the full job description and application info visit
northern.org

Photo of the Week: Laeticia Scherler
Congratulations to this week’s Photo of the Week Winner Laeticia Scherler - please come to the Sun Star office at 1 p.m. this
Sunday, March 26, 2017 in Constitution Hall in room 305 to collect your prize!

The Sun Star wants YOUR photos! Post your pictures of campus throughout the week on Facebook, Twitter or Instagram
under #UAFSunStar. If we pick your photo it’ll be printed in the paper and you’ll win a $20 Amazon gift card!

03_19583

Resources for your
college questions

10x5
4c

We have a variety of online tools and information to help students and families
find answers to their college questions:
• CollegeSTEPS® program: sign up to receive college planning tips, tools, and
resources by email at wellsfargo.com/collegesteps
• Student Center: whether you are in high school, preparing for college,
or about to graduate, we’re here to support you every step of the way at
wellsfargo.com/studentcenter
• Student LoanDown℠ blog: check out conversations focused on the entire
college experience at blogs.wf.com/studentloandown/
• Calculators and money management: view our private student loan products
and budget for repayment at wellsfargo.com/student

Call today for more information.
University Branch • 794 University Ave. • 907-474-4100
Gaffney Branch • 620 Gaffney Rd. • 907-459-4373
Cushman Branch • 613 Cushman • 907-459-4373
Bentley Branch • 40 College Rd. • 907-459-4363

When it comes to education financing, Wells Fargo has the
resources to help students and families make informed decisions.
© 2017 Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. All rights reserved. (3519603_19583)

